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Blue received an order from the head of the Feather family, asking him to rush 
to the target location, a level 7 civilization called Star Kingdom. 

A direct descendant of the family who had been missing for millions of years 
sent a distress signal from there at the last moment of his life. 

Although the Feather family had countless family members, there were very 
few who awakened their innate skills. 

Those who possessed such abilities would become pillars of the family. 

Someone who could awaken their innate talent had died in a small level 7 
civilization, so the family would surely send someone to check. 

After receiving the order, Blue set off immediately. 

With his Divine Realm strength, his speed would be unimaginably fast if he did 
not bring anything to burden him. 

After nearly a year of traveling, he finally arrived at his destination. 

Level 7 civilization Star Kingdom. 

Outside Star Kingdom, Blue entered without any hesitation after looking at the 
countless shining civilizations in front of him. 

Along the way, he did not hide his whereabouts and aura. 

In his opinion, a small level 7 civilization would not have any Deities so it was 
not worthy of his attention at all. 

Whether human or other races, as long as it was an intelligent life, once it 
reached Divine Realm and possessed Divine Power, it would be completely 
different. 

Divine power was a power that can crush Saint Power. 



No matter how huge one’s Saint Power was, in the face of Divine Power, it 
was like an egg hitting a stone. It would be beyond their power. 

In other words, no matter how many Saints there were, they had to kneel 
when they ran into a Deity. 

In a civilization with only partial Deities, Blue figured he was invincible. 

He did not need to be timid and could just crush them. 

Although partial Deities also had Divine Power, it was not at the same level as 
the real Deities. 

The only difference from Saints was that if there were too many partial Deities, 
they would still pose a threat to Deities. 

After all, they had Divine Power. 

However, eight or ten partial Deities would be useless, at least tens or 
hundreds were required. 

However, it was a mere level 7 civilization. 

Most of them did not even have one partial Deity, would they have dozens or 
hundreds? 

The answer was, of course, no. 

Therefore, Blue was not at all worried about failing. 

He showed his Divine Realm strength as soon as he got here and he wanted 
to make the entire civilization fall into the fear that he brought them. 

After entering Star Kingdom, instead of stopping at the outskirts, Blue headed 
straight to the heart of Star Kingdom. 

Those living in the outskirts were some pitifully small forces, so their 
understanding of the Star Kingdom was limited. 

Blue knew that even if he went, he would not get the information he wanted. 

So, he would just go a little deeper. 



Once he arrived at the center of Star Kingdom, he would look for a place to 
learn about this civilization. 

When passing by the living planet, Blue’s Divine Realm energy made the 
humans on the planet feel unprecedented pressure. 

It was as if a boulder was pressing on their hearts, making it difficult forthem 
to breathe. 

Everyone stopped what they were doing and stared blankly at the sky. 

Their bodies trembled unconsciously. 

It was a fear that came from the bottom of their hearts. 

It was the impulse to worship produced by lower life forms when they face 
higher life forms. 

All creatures in the living planets that Blue passed by bowed down to the 
ground. 

This was the fear and despair that a Deity brought to ordinary life. 

Whether it was in body or soul, none were on the same level. 

After going deep into the Star Kingdom, Blue encountered a continent. 

The force that could occupy an entire continent was much stronger than the 
force that could occupy a planet. 

It was the same everywhere. 

It was because there were more resources on a continent than on a planet. 

Blue reckoned that on this continent, he should be able to get the information 
he wanted, so he headed there. 

 


